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donnerstag, 31. mai 2012 15:55 uhr - klaus: so whats the deal with the note delay effect i hear in the
loops? in most hip-hop music i write with (and listen to) that note delay is a staple in drums. i see it

on every track in your library. tracking, eq, compression, and panning are all good, but there are also
more sophisticated effects that you can use on your drums. for example, you can use an eq filter to

remove some of the midrange or high-end frequencies on a snare, or something similar. with
compression, you can use feedback if you want to create some extra (sustained) distortion or slow

down the drums or drums part of the song. try these effects and be creative with your drum sounds!
include clap and drum sounds in your drum racks to the beat and feel of each other. using midi

choruses and riffs in the bass line or lead line racks can give you an extra kick if you need it. you can
also use single notes as leads, or use the solo rack to provide chordal lines for the breakdown of your

drums, adding in other elements if you wish. there is a complete drum and snare component and
bass component, guitar component, lead line component, lead rack and solos if you want to make
this kit your own.link your midi clip to a note, and you can sequence in a chorus loop and repeat it

with a sequence. if you want, a scratch effect or even an invert can be added by changing the values
in the claps and pads rack. keep in mind that you do not need to link each musical parameter to a

tempo if you are just playing along with the midi and the midi is properly kept in time.
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yes, there are midi clips in the download, but you are free to use your own midi clips and sounds to
sample the samples, and sequence your sounds in synch with the midi clip. use the arpeggiator to

create chords and melodies to fit your drum kit. you do not need to link all of the instruments to the
tempo line, just play along with the midi clip and keep the tempo in time. got a dirty beat and a need
for some bass, synths, delay, reverb and more? this pack contains our full library of sampled synths,
from basses, keys, pads, leads and more. huge categories include drum machines, ambient, drums,
effects, bass, lead & rides, keys, synth & pads. browse the sounds, kits and midi, recorded from our
awesome collection of vintage hardware: from the finest and rarest keyboards and synths, up to a

wide variety of drum and percussion machines. in total more than 40 kits ready to drop in your next
production. our mega-bundle with all of the sounds, loops, presets, and midi you need for a complete
drum track. the collection features everything from kicks to snares to rides, with loops galore. we’ve
also included 25 ready-to-drop drum kits designed to make it easy to jump right into your next track.
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we sampled our collection of instruments, all the synths, drum machines and effects so that you can
delve into the world of vintage music with ease. we’ve sampled classic synths and drum machines

from roland, korg, alesis, and more. we packed them with classic effects and effects chains, all in this
multi-genre collection. weve got you covered when it comes to beats, basslines and many more

sounds, with this collection of sample packs, synth, bass and drum loops. each sample pack contains
between 4-15 professionally recorded loops of up to 1.3gb of wav and mp3 files ranging from electric
piano, to synth, to acoustic and orchestral. all our sample packs are supplied for 24/24 quality and a

perfect 'one to play'. 5ec8ef588b
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